“The Law of Attraction Made Simple” Manifesto

Making the Law of Attraction Work For You Simply & Indefinitely

By Dan Lee
Founder & “Chief Empowerment Officer”
In this report, you’re going to discover why the law of Attraction Doesn’t Work for Some People But Works Tremendously Well for Others (Wealth & Money being the Most Common Examples)

You’ll also Discover:

The Law of Attraction Explained Simply (We’ll break it down into a 5 Step Blueprint) So You Can Start Manifesting Anything You Want With Ease & Confidence (You’ll never ever feel confused or uncertain about LOA again)

Hi, my name is Dan Lee. I’m the “Chief Empowerment Officer” for The Law of Attraction Made Simple.

In a moment, I’m going to reveal my story, and some of these admissions are embarrassing to me personally. I’m only sharing it because it has relevance. And it may just change your life for the better. So pay close attention, read this manifesto till the end.

There’s nothing for sale here in this report – so put away your wallets. I just want you to get to know me better. And most importantly, I want you to experience the freedom when you fully understand & apply the Law of Attraction.

Is it life changing? Potentially, if you keep an open mind.

My Story

I used to be a junkie. A Manifestation junkie. A Law of Attraction junkie.

And by junkie, I mean I would consume all sorts of products and courses about the Law of Attraction, Self-Help and Personal Development.

I used to get on an “emotional high” just by consuming these types of information. Little did I know I was doing success hacking the wrong way.

For too long, I read success books, watch films like “The Secret”, filled my head with lots of Self-Help content, taking notes, trying desperately to turn things around by learning more success strategies.

I even tried visualizations, meditations, affirmations and even those fancy vision boards.

I tried in vain, chasing many bright and shiny ideas in order to manifest my dreams.
I thought that by doing all of these things, my results would improve dramatically.

I secretly believed that the universe would grant me my heart’s deepest desires, because I’ve been filling myself with so much good information!

But I was sorely mistaken. You see, I was getting part of the equation right at the time, but in hindsight, there were a few things that I was doing really wrong.

And that lead to my failure to manifest, my failure to harness the Law of Attraction in the right way.

Any results I gotten from manifestation was only temporary.

I desperately wished and worked for a better income in my own business. But somehow that it only came in trickles. I struggled bitterly in business without much fruit to show for it.

I tried losing the weight that I put on after years of worry, frustration and overeating. (I realize now that worry, anxiety can lead to binge eating, that was a great lesson to be aware of!)

But instead of shedding the pounds, I gained even more! Nothing I tried gave lasting results, even diets and hours of gym workout sessions.

I tried attracting the woman of my dreams, but I suffered rejection, hearts aches and break-ups time after time.

I was alone, and the more I wished for a relationship the less affection I received.

I felt that my life was out of balance. Things never seemed to click; no matter how hard I tried. I felt like hamster on a wheel, forever running but not getting anywhere fast.

This alarming downward spiral plagued me for years. That left me in a state of delusion, wondering if things are ever going to get better.

It was perplexing.

You see, I thought I had done everything right.

I read the books, tried doing what was prescribed. But somehow, things never aligned, things never changed for the better. (At least not yet, I thought)
Until one fine day, I was at my wits end. I wanted to just call it quits, and surrender my dreams and let it be.

And as luck would have it, fate intervened. Almost as if it didn’t want me to quit.

A few years ago, I met a friend who was struggling almost as badly as I was.

We had not seen each other as he had moved to another state.

And I happened to run into him at a local diner. I stopped to greet him, and asked him how he was doing.

I expected him to answer in the same monotonous, resigned voice I was used to hearing.

But his response was unexpected.

He said “Dan, my life turned around in the last 18 months. It’s been incredible ride as almost everything I touch turns to gold!

The truth is, I got mentoring from a person I’ve admired for a very long time. And he thought me the true secret behind the law of attraction. And how it changed his life.

The twist is, it’s rather simple, but the catch is, you must work on it in an intelligent and specific way for it to work”.

I said in slight disbelief, “That’s awesome. Would you teach it to me?”

Jared said, “Yes I would, but here’s the catch. In order for me to teach it to you, you must promise that you would take my whole advice and implement it properly.

Otherwise, I’d just be wasting my time”.

I said “Of course Jared. Why wouldn’t I? If this works, I would do anything to follow the advice you recommend“.

And this is for you too, dear reader.

I want a solemn promise from you that you would act on the advice in these pages in order to make the Law of Attraction to work for you.

And better yet, if you follow the simple steps I’m about to reveal, you’ll find that the universe and events in your life will conspire to make you successful.
A word of warning before we continue...

Get ready to be challenged.

Ready to adopt a new mindset. A new paradigm.

Because when this is over,

You would have to do something drastic.

I want you to start Manifesting in the right way.

To finally activate the Law of Attraction effectively.

I’m giving you the blueprint that has changed the lives of many, including yours truly.

This blueprint has worked to help many others:

Create the life they love. The life they believed was only possible in their wildest dreams.

Attract the Soulmate they’ve yearned for so long.

Manifest the abundance of wealth, freedom and opportunities.

The secrets are contained within this simple manifesto.

And put away your wallets, because I’ve got nothing for sale here.

This is simply a manifesto that I’ve written,

In response to the questions my readers have been asking me over and over again.

I relent. I will share the secrets in the simplest terms, without holding back.

So let’s begin.

**Here’s why the Law of Attraction doesn’t work for most, despite their best efforts:**

Basically there are a few key reasons why the Law of Attraction doesn’t work.

And because people aren’t using the Law in the right way, they’re confused, dejected and sometimes even angry.
REASON #1: Lack of Clarity

The first reason is that people are not clear with what they really want.

It's not enough to say or verbalize their desires, it needs to be verbalized in a specific and concrete manner in the mind. Fuzzy thinking leads to fuzzy results.

REASON #2: Incongruence

Another reason why it doesn’t work is because of incongruence.

Even if the person is clear about what they want in their mind, their subconscious beliefs and conditioning could hinder them from achieving it.

For example, if a person would like to manifest wealth, but has the insidious belief that they’re not worthy of wealth, or that money is root to all evil – the result is them not achieving the wealth they desire, because they’re incongruent with internally.

REASON #3: Low Energetic Frequency That Repels Positive Manifestation

Yet another reason is a low energetic frequency (negative energy), which sabotages a person’s ability to manifest.

Often times, when you want something so bad that you haven’t received, the tendency is for you to hold on to that intention.

However, negative feelings such as anxiousness and anxiety will arise.

This again will repel what you want to attract because the dominant signal for the law of attraction is mirrored by your energetic frequency.

If it’s a negative frequency, then negative outcomes will be manifested.

REASON #4: Lack of Effective Action

The final reason why the Law of Attraction may not work is the lack of effective action.

The operative word being “effective”. Means acting on meaningful things that will deliver meaningful results that leads to the right outcomes.
Typically if someone is trying to setup a new business, has the right intentions and beliefs but follows the wrong business strategy – guess what happens?

Failure of course!

Similarly if someone really desires to cultivate a great relationship with their spouse but doesn’t understand the differences between a male and a female – guess what?

Miscommunication and arguments will ensue, regardless of the positive intentions.

So what’s the message here? You need to have a clear understanding of how the Law of Attraction works, and a proven plan in order to manifest your desires.

But fear not! As I said, I’ve got a blueprint that works wonderfully well, and I’m sharing it in just a moment. So keep reading =)

In addition to holding the Positive Intention to manifest the things you desire using the Law of Attraction, You simply need to follow 5 simple steps to make it work for you indefinitely.

**Step 1 Get clear on what you want.**

Clarity is the first step to manifesting your desires. Like I said before, fuzzy thinking leads to fuzzy results. So in order to activate the Law of Attraction, first you must know exactly what it is you desire.

Do you desire a loving Soulmate? If so, visualize what he or she may look like. What the characteristics are. Write it down in a journal. Make it specific. I’ve witnessed many who have tried this method manifest a Soulmate who’s very similar to what was visualized.

If you desire to attain a certain wealth goal, be specific on what that actual number is. How much are you shooting for? And think of how you will create value for people in the marketplace or at your work in order to manifest that amount. Decide what you would sacrifice in order to achieve that goal, and how that could happen over time. It pays to get specific, because when you do, your mind will reach out to it like a guided missile, and it will be unstoppable.
Step 2 Detach yourself from the outcome.

One of the problems most people have is that they get too emotionally charged about what they desire.

And it's all fine and dandy, if those emotions were positively charged.

But when someone becomes too attached to the outcome, the results of the manifestation, and clings on desperately to get that thing they want (whether it be their dream guy, or a sum of money or a particular job), they will experience a flood of negative emotions like fear, desperation, neediness, anxiety, worry and a general feeling of lack. And this really cripples the manifestation process.

So what's the solution to this?

Well, it’s a mindset change. You need to detach from the outcome, regardless of what happens say that “It is what it is”. And have a frame of mind that things can change for the better. Hold on to the positive intention, without being too frustrated if it doesn’t manifest immediately.

It’s amazing what happens when someone stays detached from the outcome, holds a positive intention and stays patient. More often than not, their desires will be taken care of.

Step 3 Get a mentor who has successfully manifested what you desire

Here’s something interesting. On my journey to manifesting what I wanted (which were a lot of different, specific things), I realized that I needed to understand how to take the right actions in order to manifest what I wanted.

Newsflash: It’s not enough to just have the intention, you need to also have a roadmap, a blueprint that leads you to doing the right things.

In other words, doing the right things being far more critical than doing things the right way. In order to do that, I needed a mentor, someone who has the right tools, experiences and successes to guide me along the right path.

For example I wanted to create a business that ran seamlessly even without me. Guess what? I hired a successful Internet business coach as my mentor, and by following his steps while holding the right intentions – my dream became a reality in just a matter of 12 months.
(Tangentially, without the right mentor, about 95% of people will fail with an
Internet business.)

This is a very practical step I know, but it’s the one step that is hardly ever
mentioned in popular success books and in the Secret.

Yet it is one of the most powerful.

The right mentor can shave off years of frustration, hard work and aimless toil
on your behalf – and they are there to help you succeed.

One such mentor of mine was Joe Vitale. He runs successful Internet based
businesses, teaching many how to succeed as a writer, as an entrepreneur and
how to use the Law of Attraction to amplify your results. And he’s been featured
on mainstream media such as Larry King and “The Secret” Movie.

Lately, he’s been teaching a new technique – and it can be found here in this

Joe is one of my mentors I look up to, so I highly recommend his teachings,
advice and wisdom.

Of course there are many more mentors you could learn from depending on
what areas of life you wish to master. So keep a close eye on who is successful
and shoot them a request, asking them for mentoring. I recommend paying for
their counsel if they have a proven track record, to demonstrate your
commitment.

Step 4 Subconscious and Conscious Mind Congruence

Like I said before in the “mistakes” section, congruence is one important key for
manifesting. When the conscious mind (the rationale mind that controls
cognition and thinking) is congruent with the subconscious mind (the mind that
is the software behind human functioning), then manifestations can happen so
much easier.

For example, when someone has an intention of losing 20 pounds, and her
conscious mind has decided resolutely on it. And subconsciously she’s able to
adopt the beliefs that she’s a healthy person who eats healthily and who works
out often. Plus, she takes action on her intentions rather than procrastinate. If
that happens, she is congruent as her conscious and subconscious minds are in
harmony, and she acts in accordance to her intentions.

(Side Note: Procrastination is a form of resistance or incongruence, signaling
that there may be negative beliefs present).
I know this may sound hard, but there are tools such as hypnosis & brainwave technology that can help accelerate the process of congruence.

If I were to go with any tool, I recommend trying out hypnosis, as it's a fast and effective way to creating congruence between the conscious and subconscious for you to get results in an easier manner.

Step 5 Be in a High Energetic Frequency That’s Attracts Positive Outcomes.

Now it’s important to understand that everyone puts out energetic vibrations.

The only difference is this. Those who aren’t successful send out a low vibrational frequency that brings about manifestation of things that are negative.

And the one’s who are successful have high energetic frequencies that supercharges their ability to draw in more of what they want.

There are specific steps that I can show you in the coming weeks (via my email newsletter) to naturally increase your energetic frequency. So stay tuned.

For now, you can start with adopting the attitude of gratitude in everything you do. I recommend keeping a gratitude journal, giving thanks to the positive and great things you’ve received in your life, however small it may be.

I’ve been keeping a gratitude journal for years now, and I feel positive even in the midst of challenges. And this definitely sets me up for a higher energetic frequency.

If you’re interested in learning more about how to increase your energetic frequency to align with the Law of Attraction, check out this video. www.thelawofattractionmadesimple.com/manifestationmiracle

In the video, Heather Mathews talks about a specific technique called “Destiny Tuning" that is designed to increase your vibrations and energetic frequencies.

I personally feel that the video may be too sensational at times though (such as not believing in hard work), although I’ve reviewed & used their technique – and I know that it works.

When you have these 5 steps aligned, the Law of Attraction will be on your side.

You won’t have to struggle any more. You won’t have to worry.
And one last tip. It’s important that you be patient as the process of manifestation may take time.

How long? As long as necessary, depending on your goal, desires.

It’s true that some things manifest rather quickly, but as a rule it pays to be patient – and be detached.

Rather than be anxious about the outcome, be proactive and positive in your life.

Making things happen is way better than waiting for things to happen for you.

But I assure you, if you took these 5 steps and followed it to the letter, things will turnaround rather quickly.

You will experience an upturn first in your emotions. You will feel a sense of joy, hope, calmness and serenity you never felt before. You will feel assured and know in your heart that things are about to get better.

Eventually, everything in your life will change for the better.

These steps are simple, but I never said it was a magic bullet or an instant fix.

Those things (instant fixes) don’t exist, and is probably the reason why many aren’t getting what they’re “wishing” for.

In fact, think of these 5 steps as a journey of self-discovery, a journey of personal growth, a journey of constant improvement.

Though you may experience challenges, the rewards are a life worth living.

You’ll experience more zest, more flow and more happiness that you’ve ever experience because things finally will work out for you!

If time is going to pass anyway, don’t you owe it to yourself to make it the best possible, by following a plan that works?

I’m sure you do. And this 5-step process works!

Now let’s begin creating the life you love & deserve.

Till tomorrow,
Dan Lee
“Chief Empowerment Officer”
www.TheLawOfAttractionMadeSimple.com